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Introduction
Welcome to the Teacher’s Delivery Guide for Pearson LCCI Level 3 Certificate in Accounting
(ASE20104). We are delighted that you are interested in teaching this qualification, and
have provided this free resource – written by teachers – to support your delivery of the specification. It was created to support both new and existing LCCI teachers and is based on the
content of the latest specifications.
LCCI qualifications (set up originally by the London Chamber of Commerce and Industry)
have an established reputation dating back to 1887, when the first exams were set in Bombay
(now Mumbai). In 2011 this qualification suite became part of the Pearson portfolio, which
also includes academic qualifications (e.g. GCSE and GCE Level) and vocational qualifications (e.g. BTEC). Now, these qualifications are offered in over 90 countries, and over
250,000 LCCI exams are taken annually by learners all over the globe.
Some of the key features and benefits of the new finance and quantitative qualifications
include:
●●

Comprehensive support – Each qualification in the new suite is supported by a free
Teacher’s Delivery Guide; marketing materials to help you recruit learners; and past
papers with mark schemes as well as full examiner reports following each exam.

●●

Professional body recognition – We have received a number of exemptions from
Professional Bodies such as ACCA, CIMA and ICAEW. For more information, please
visit the Progression area within the Pearson website (qualifications.pearson.com/lcci).

●●

Higher body recognition – UCAS points are due to be confirmed on the new LCCI Level
3 titles in 2016, so look on the website for details.

●●

Employer recognition – LCCI qualifications have a long history of being sought after by
local employers, particularly in some countries where the brand is regarded as the marketleading finance qualification.

●●

100% external assessment – All the exams are set and marked by Pearson, which
gives the qualification credibility amongst external stakeholders (like employers, Higher
Education) and means you can be confident of the standards of the qualification. These
qualifications will also follow the same awarding process as general (academic) qualifications, and grade boundaries will be set for each exam and published after the exam has
been set, to ensure that standards remain consistent over time.

●●

Mapped to International Accounting Standards (IAS) – This will ensure learners understand the accounting practices that countries are increasingly adopting.

●●

Clear specification and exam format – The specification is laid out in a more concise
format, and the mark scheme clearly outlines how mark allocation works and is consistent
between the levels and qualifications.

●●

Assessment objectives – These detail all the different ways that content may be assessed
in the exam. For example, listing ‘depreciation’ under assessment objective 1 (memorise)
may require learners to recall or state methods of depreciation, whilst for assessment
objective 2 (perform procedures) learners may be required to demonstrate using methods
of depreciation, and so on.

v
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It is essential that you familiarise yourself with the full requirements of the specification
through close reading of the document. This guide is purely for support purposes and is not
designed to be a substitute for the specification itself.
Below is an overview of the different features to be included in the delivery guide
including:
●●

What’s new – provides a useful summary of key changes between the old and the new
specification, as well as highlighting the key aspects of the new course.

●●

Delivery guidance – provides suggestions on how to plan and teach the new LCCI suite
of qualifications.

●●

Scheme of work – contains a table illustrating how to deliver the qualifications within
the Guided Learning Hours (GLH) with ideas for possible activities and resources to use
with learners.

●●

Preparing learners for external assessment – guidance on how to help prepare learners
for the external assessment in the new LCCI qualifications.

●●

Command words – a list of the key command words and their definitions used in the
sample assessment material.

●●

Further reading and resource suggestions – suggestions of further printed and online
resources that you may find beneficial when delivering the new LCCI qualification.

●●

IAS glossary – detailing the key IAS terminology used in the new suite.

We hope you find this guide of use when teaching.
We encourage you to check the Pearson website (qualifications.pearson.com/lcci) and
search for this qualification to download a range of free learner resources and further support
for your delivery of this qualification.

vi
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Chapter

1

What’s new

The Pearson LCCI Level 3 Certificate in Accounting (ASE20104) is a single unit qualification,
which is part of the redeveloped suite of LCCI Finance and Accounting qualifications.
It is a stand-alone unit and is different to the LCCI Level 3 Bookkeeping and Accounting.
This unit covers all areas of general accounting and allows progression on to Level 4.
This qualification gives students an overview of the fundamental accounting principles
and concepts that underlie all financial accounting.
Students are introduced to topic areas they are likely to encounter in their working life
in practical, scenario-based situations. This qualification includes content on these main
functions:
●

Maintain up-to-date records of all financial transactions in an appropriate format using
accounting record books (ledgers);

●

Preparation of extended trial balances;

●

Preparation and interpretation of financial statements of different businesses (sole
traders, partnerships, limited companies and groups of companies);

●

Preparation of financial records from incomplete records;

●

Budgeting;

●

Applying the principles of decision making.

The qualification has been developed to allow students to progress to the Pearson LCCI
Level 4 Certificate in Financial Accounting (VRQ), which extends and introduces new
advanced topic areas in this field.
This qualification is appropriate for students who are already in a related role. The qualification is also appropriate for those aspiring to a role in which they are responsible
for the detailed recording of financial transactions, maintaining financial records using
appropriate methods, and for ensuring that monetary transactions are recorded accurately.

1
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Chapter

2

Delivery guidance

This new suite of LCCI ﬁnance and accounting qualiﬁcations aims to prepare learners for
the accounting profession. Qualiﬁcations range from Level 1 to Level 4, covering aspects
of manual and computerised bookkeeping, accounts and statistics. Levels 1–3 are aimed at
learners aged 16 + . Level 4 is aimed at learners who are 18 + and already in the workplace.
As these are vocational qualiﬁcations, it is imperative that you use a variety of delivery
methods to engage learners and ensure they develop the appropriate knowledge, understanding and skills, which will help them to be successful in their future careers.

Planning:
●●

Prior to recruiting learners onto the course, it is important to establish what qualification level they are already working at and that they have the sufficient motivation and
interest in accounting to enable them to be successful. Their previous academic history
and prior qualifications will help you to determine this.

●●

The minimum age of learners in the specification should be used as a guide for recruitment, rather than as a compulsory requirement.

●●

It is essential that you read the whole specification to familiarise yourself with its
requirements.

●●

If you are already experienced in delivering LCCI finance and quantitative qualifications,
it is worth familiarising yourself with the differences between the old and new specification, which is also summarised in the ‘What’s new’ section of the delivery guide.

●●

It is important to plan sufficient time to deliver the whole course. The Guided Learning
Hours (GLH) for each qualification provides an indication of how long is needed to
deliver the course in its entirety. The example Scheme of Work provides you with a
suggestion of how to plan the time over the course.

Delivery:
●●

Visit the website qualifications.pearson.com/lcci and search for this qualification to find
supporting resources to use with your learners.

●●

Use International Accounting Standards (IAS) terminology with learners from the outset
of the course. A glossary is included in the qualification specification, in this guide and
on the qualification website, that you can give to learners.

3
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●●

Recap the previous session at the start of each lesson. This will provide an opportunity to
monitor learner progress and encourage questions.

●●

Develop each new topic from simple to complex incorporating realistic examples.

●●

In order to engage learners, you should incorporate a variety of delivery methods which
allow for different learning styles. For example, pair and group work. It is recommended
that you have a maximum group size of three as learners do not get enough chance to
speak in large groups.

●●

Change the pace of the lesson by breaking things up a bit, i.e. different activities, timed
tasks and different materials.

●●

Let the students make mistakes. They need to. We all learn best through making mistakes.

●●

It’s a good idea to let learners check their answers with each other before feeding back
to you.

●●

Use practice exercises to develop learners’ skills. These could be class based or set as a
homework assignment.

●●

You should encourage learners to complete additional tasks – for example, exercises from
suitable textbooks, real-life scenarios from business and financial pages in newspapers or
from websites to help contextualise the content for learners.

●●

At the end of each topic, you can incorporate a mini test into your teaching to help
consolidate learning.

It is important that you ensure learners’ understanding over time and encourage learners
to develop good study skills from the beginning of the course. It will make it easier when it
comes to revision.

4
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3

Chapter

Scheme of work

LCCI Level 3 Certificate in Accounting
This scheme of work is intended to be an example and not prescriptive. It is provided to
help you make the most of your planning time. You can adjust the session order to suit your
circumstances and customise it by adding your own activities/lesson ideas to the ‘Activities’
column. There are opportunities to add subject matter individual to your students. Note that
the order of unit content given here may not be the same as in the qualification specification.
Guided learning hours: 150

Lesson

Unit content
Introduction
and ethics

Number of lessons: 50

Duration of lessons: 3 hours

Activities

Suggested
resource
checklist

●●

Teacher presentation: (approx. 10 mins) to
introduce the unit:

PowerPoint

●●

Ice breakers: use this time to get to know your
learners and for them to get to know each other. Try
to find out what experience they have in accounting
and what they expect to gain from the completion of
this course. Determine if their previous qualifications
were based upon the IASB reporting framework;
clarify with group that the course will be based upon
the IASB reporting framework

Pearson Level
3 book (this
provides test your
understanding
activities and end of
chapter questions)

●●

Group discussion: put learners into groups and
ask them to discuss the differences between
financial and management accounting and the
reasons why different groups of people might want
to look at financial statements. You can then ask
them to feed back to their peers

●●

Refresher exercises: double entry bookkeeping
including the accounting equation (Assets = Equity
+ Liabilities); worked examples
Teacher reviews student responses and asks
targeted questions to confirm understanding

1

●

●●

Computers

Task sheets/
handouts

Teacher presentation: the fundamental principles
of ethics in accounting

5
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Lesson

Unit content
Accounting
concepts, the
accounting
framework
and the
International
Accounting
Standards
Board

2

Accounting for
inventory

3

Activities
●●

●●

Teacher presentation: give learners a quick 5–10
minute test to check understanding from previous
lesson. This could be directed questioning or you
could use Socrative or quizlet and set up a quiz.
Then introduce the next topic area
Group exercise: put learners into small groups
and ask them to research different types of
businesses and ask them to state the advantages
and disadvantages for each one. Ensure you
are checking understanding through questions/
exercises at all times. Prepare a recording sheet
on which the students can record their answers.
The recording sheet should be in a tabulated
format covering aspects such as ownership,
size, examples, advantages, disadvantages,
profit distribution, legal requirements re-financial
statements

●●

Teacher presentation: explain the accounting
concepts, qualitative characteristics of financial
reporting and the accounting framework, giving
real life examples to the learners to facilitate their
understanding. Introduce the role and purpose of
International Accounting Standards and provide
an overview of IAS 1 Presentation of Financial
Statements. Link with the information needs and
interests of stakeholders in respect of information
in the financial statements (relevant, reliable and
comparable)

●●

Group exercise: students to discuss the main
business stakeholder, identifying their main needs
and interests; the potential conflicting nature of these
needs and interests; their interests in the financial
statements prepared by the business

●●

Consolidation: at the end of the session, recap
what has been covered and set some homework
exercises based on the last two lessons

●●

Teacher recap (15 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Tutor presentation: going through carefully the
valuation of inventory using LIFO, FIFO and AVCO.
Introduce the concept of the inventory and its
composition; explain the importance of inventory
valuation (use this as a way of explaining the
different perspectives of financial accounting and
management accounting)

Suggested
resource
checklist
Questions or
Socrative/quizlet
Pearson book and
hand-outs
Computers or other
devices for research
PowerPoint

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

6
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Lesson

Unit content

Standard costs
including
perpetual
and periodic
inventory
valuation

Activities
●●

Individual student exercises: students complete
exercises on the different methods of calculating the
value of the inventory; students identify how different
methods result in different levels of gross profit

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in
the lesson. Ask targeted questions to confirm
understanding and reinforce key learning points.
Set homework on inventory valuation calculations

●●

Teacher recap: review homework tasks completed
by students. ‘Walk through’ worked examples to
confirm process of inventory valuation

●●

Teacher presentation: introduce the notion of
standard cost and its application to inventory
valuation (Note: it is useful to clarify the use of
standard costs from the perspective of the financial
accountant and the management accountant);
Introduce IAS 2 Inventories covering the definition
of inventory, the accepted methods of inventory
calculation and the concept of net realisable value

4

5

Accounting for
tangible and
intangible noncurrent assets,
including
depreciation,
the non-current
asset register
and types
of funding
required to
purchase noncurrent assets

Suggested
resource
checklist

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

●●

Individual student exercises: introduce the
concepts of periodic and perpetual valuation; ‘walk
through’ a worked example and set the students a
series of worked examples covering both methods

●●

Consolidation: review student answers to worked
exercises; ask targeted questions to confirm
understanding

●●

Teacher recap (15 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

Pearson Level 3
book hand-outs,
PowerPoint

●●

Teacher presentation: the nature of tangible and
non-tangible assets; the purpose of depreciation;
an overview of the principles incorporated in IAS
16 Property, Plant and Equipment; methods of
depreciation (straight-line and reducing balance)

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint

●●

Group discussion: how the purchase of noncurrent assets can be financed – purchasing
considerations including advantages and
disadvantages of each method

Chapter activities

●●

Individual student exercises: worked examples of
straight-line and reducing balance depreciation

●●

Teacher presentation: the accounting treatment
of depreciation for the acquisition and disposal of
non-current assets (journals and ledgers); the effect
of a change in the basis of depreciation on profit or
loss

7
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Lesson

Unit content

Activities

●●

Suggested
resource
checklist

Homework task:
Task 1; Task 2; Task 3
1. A
 sk them to research how non-current assets
might be acquired and to write a memo
addressed to the Chief Accountant, explaining
the different funding methods for acquiring:
–– A fleet of new delivery vans
–– A new machine for the production department
–– Replacement desks for the sales office
–– An extension to the factory
–– A drinks machine for the admin office
2. A
 sk them to write a letter to a fictitious profitable
sole trader in response to his query about how he
might do the following:
–– Acquire a new van
–– Extend his factory to accommodate a new
line, including fitting it out with equipment
–– Acquire a machine required for a one-off
contract for a customer
Get learners to think about not just banks and
leasing, but how involving other people might
benefit each scenario
3. D
 iscuss why a non-current assets register is
required and what it should contain

Introduction to
the extended
trial balance

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Tutor presentation: recap the trial balance just to
ensure all learners are at the required stage before
starting this topic. Explain to students what the
extended trial balance is and how it leads to the
final financial statements. Tip: this is a good place
to introduce the layouts of the income statement
and statement of financial position. Therefore, when
learners continue with the adjustments, they will
understand the reasoning behind them and how
they affect the financial statements

6

●●

Book, hand-outs,
PowerPoint
Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

Individual student exercises: students complete
worked examples to identify how entries in the
trial balance will be accounted for in either the
income statement or statement of financial position.
Teacher to provide individual support and ask
targeted questions to confirm understanding

8
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Lesson

Unit content

Adjustments to
the extended
trial balance

Activities

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson. If any area remains a concern, then start the
lesson next week recapping areas of concern

●●

Teacher recap (15 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Teacher presentation: accounting treatment at
period end for the following adjustments showing
adjustment columns in the financial statements:

Suggested
resource
checklist

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

–– Inventory
–– Accrued and pre-paid income and expenditure
–– Depreciation
–– Irrecoverable debts and allowances for doubtful
debts

7

–– Correction of errors
Impact on adjustments in the trial balance of profit
or loss for the year

8

Completing
the income
statement and
statement
of financial
position from
the extended
trial balance

Consolidation

9

●●

Individual student exercises: students complete
worked examples of each of the adjustments
covered in the teacher presentation and calculated
revised profit/loss figures

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Tutor presentation: use this session to reiterate
what you have covered so far and give learners
lots of practice questions from completing the trial
balance to making adjustments and completing
the financial statements. Use past exam questions
where possible so learners can start getting used to
the layout and wording of the exam questions

●●

Consolidation: clarify with the learners the course
content that has been covered in the lessons so far.
Encourage questions from the learners so you can
explain anything of concern

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Tutor presentation: use this session to allow
learners to self-study and recap what they have
covered so far. This will allow you time to help out
the weaker students and the higher level learners can
have time to revise what has been covered so far

Practice questions,
hand-outs,
textbooks

Test papers

9
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Lesson

Unit content

Activities

●●

Suggested
resource
checklist

Consolidation: review key learning points to date
and ask targeted questions to test understanding;
provide individual support and guidance as
required
Confirm the areas to be covered in the test which
will be set in Lesson 10

Test questions

●●

Teacher recap: instructions for the completion of
the test; hand out test papers

●●

Individual student test: students complete the test
in the allotted timeframe (Note: refer to Pearson
LCCI Sample Assessment Material to ensure
that test questions are in a similar format.) Areas
to be covered in the test will be at the teacher’s
discretion

●●

Teacher recap (20 mins): review outcomes of the
test completed in the previous lesson. Identify good
practice points and any key learning points that
need to be re-visited or reinforced

●●

Teacher presentation: partnerships as a form
of business organisation; partnership formation
and the importance and features of a partnership
agreement including the relationship between
capital introduced and profit sharing ratios

10

Partnerships
and the
appropriation
account

●●

Group work: in small groups, get learners to
discuss what should happen to profit sharing
arrangements if partners are of different ages,
work different hours and take different levels of
responsibility within a partnership

●●

Tutor presentation: explain the use and layout of
the current and capital accounts, what drawings are
and why there might be interest calculations to take
account of

11

Test papers

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

The purpose and layout of the appropriation
account; include a ‘walk through example’ showing
how the end of year profits are accounted for in
an appropriation account in relation to each of the
partners
●●

Individual learner exercises: worked examples of
the preparation of appropriation accounts taking
into account the changing circumstances of a
partnership e.g. introduction of a new partner;
drawings

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson. Answer any questions the learners may
have

10
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Lesson

Unit content
Partnerships
and changes in
partnerships

Activities

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Tutor presentation: go through each partnership
change individually, ensuring learners get practice
questions throughout. Explain what purchase
consideration is, how goodwill arises and how it is
written off when a change in the partnership occurs

12

Suggested
resource
checklist
Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

Changes to include:
–– changes in profit sharing arrangements
–– admission of new partner
–– retirement or death of partner
Show how the appropriation account is split over
the different periods of the partnership

Business
mergers

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Tutor presentation: explain how and why a
business might merge or convert to a different type
of business. Show how the accounts are prepared
post-merger/change. This should cover:

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

–– a merger between two sole traders to form a
partnership
–– a merger between two partnerships
13

–– a conversion of a partnership to a limited
company
–– acquiring other businesses

Limited liability
companies

14

●●

Individual student exercises: students to work
through exercises covering the accounting treatment
on the statement of financial position of different
business merger situations. Teacher provides
individual support and asks targeted questions to
confirm understanding of key learning points

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Teacher presentation: the concept of a limited
liability company and its legal status; the divorce of
ownership and control, legal obligations in respect
of financial reporting; the characteristics of the
main shares; the notion of ‘controlling interest’
re-ordinary shares (voting rights)

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
PowerPoint, sample
accounts

11
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Lesson

Unit content

Statement of
changes in
equity and
statement of
cash flow;
preparation
of the main
financial
statements
of a limited
company

Activities

●●

Individual written exercise: students research
the share price of a public limited company over a
period of time and note any significant changes in
the price of the share. Students to identify reasons
for changes in share price (internal and external);
map the share price changes of the individual
company against the relevant stock market index
and note the relationship between the two

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson. Answer questions if necessary

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Teacher presentation: explain the nature of ‘equity’
in relation to a limited company and how changes
in equity can arise. Identify the main components of
business equity and why a shareholder or potential
investor will be interested in the information
provided in a statement of changes in equity

Suggested
resource
checklist

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

The principles of the main IAS standards relating to
the preparation of the financial statements of limited
companies:
IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements;
IAS 7 Statements of Cash Flow including content
and layout
●●

Group work: get learners to discuss what a
statement of cash flow might mean compared to
the statement of profit or loss and the statement of
financial position, and to consider its usefulness

●●

Individual student exercises: students work
through individual exercise relating to changes
in statement of equity. Teacher asks targeted
questions to confirm understanding

15

Teacher-prepared case studies of financial data with
the students required to produce accurate financial
statements in the correct format (IAS 1). Note:
it would be useful to prepare a handout for the
students showing the process involved in preparing
the financial statements and a corresponding ‘blank
pro forma’ of each of the sections
●●

Consolidation: review key learning points in the
lesson; set homework task:
Students to research the latest Annual Report and
note its contents and the layout of the financial
statements

12
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Lesson

Unit content
Accounting
for groups of
companies

Activities

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): review the research
task set at the end of the previous lesson. Identify
common features of Annual Reports. Highlight
those instances in which Annual Reports comprise
consolidated financial statements of groups of
companies

●●

Teacher presentation: Identify the concept of
a group of companies and how ‘groups’ can be
formed (reinforce the concept controlling interest
and ordinary shares); distinguish between parent
company, subsidiary and associate companies in
relation to controlling interest – introduce concept
of non-controlling interest. Define key terms
used when accounting for groups of companies
including:

Suggested
resource
checklist
Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
PowerPoint

–– Goodwill
–– Fair value
–– Pre-and post-acquisition profits

16

–– Revaluation
–– Book value
–– Carrying value
–– Non-controlling interest

Accounting
for groups of
companies
continued
17

●●

Individual student research: Students undertake
internet or library research to determine the
essential features incorporated into IFRS 3 Business
Combinations and IAS 27 Separate Financial
Statements – financial statements prepared by a
parent company. Note: the group could be divided
so that one half research IAS 3 and the other half
research IFRS 27

●●

Group discussion: Students feedback the results
of their research; tutor summarises the results of
the research into key learning points

●●

Consolidation: Ask targeted questions to confirm
understanding of key learning points

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Teacher presentation: the consolidation process –
Part 1

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
PowerPoint

Commence by looking at the process of preparing
a consolidated statement of financial position (Note:
the Specification requires students to be able to
prepare the consolidated statements of a limited
company with one subsidiary)

13
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Lesson

Unit content

Activities

Suggested
resource
checklist

Go through a series of worked examples to show
the consolidation process focussing upon the
principles of:
(i)

Consolidation

(ii)

Cancellation

(iii) Goodwill
(iv) Treatment of reserves
The presentation should be interactive with
students provided with opportunities to work
through examples of the consolidation process in
different scenarios
Provide students with an annotated example of
a consolidated statement of financial position
identifying how each figure in the statement
has been derived from the separate financial
statements
●●

Individual student exercises: students work
through examples to produce consolidated
statements of financial position

●●

Teacher presentation: the consolidation process
– Part 2. The process of preparing a consolidated
income statement taking into account the
accounting treatment of:
–– intra-group sales and the impact of these sales
on any unrealised profits
–– any adjustments that will need to be made for
depreciation
–– intra group loans between the parent company
and the subsidiary
–– intra-group dividends
The presentation should be interactive with
students provided with opportunities to work
through examples of the consolidation process in
different scenarios
Provide students with an annotated example of a
consolidated income statement identifying how
each figure in the statement has been derived from
the separate financial statements

●●

Individual student exercises: students work
through examples to produce consolidated
statements of financial position

●●

Consolidation: review student answers to exercise;
ask targeted questions to confirm understanding

14
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Chapter 3 Scheme of work

Lesson

Unit content
Consolidation
session

Activities

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Tutor presentation: give out plenty of practice
questions on the content covered so far. Also,
give students an hour or so to go through their
own materials and encourage them to raise any
questions they may have

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Tutor presentation: introduce the subject of
incomplete records and why incomplete records
may arise

●●

Group work: ask leaners to discuss the documents
that businesses use and how the business would
be able to complete accounts if certain documents
didn’t exist. Get them thinking about where they
could get the information from

●●

Teacher presentation: recap on the accounting
equation: (Assets = Equity + Liabilities); ask the
students to perform simple calculations on the
basis of a missing value in the equation – this will
introduce them to the process of how the problem
of incomplete records can be resolved

18

Incomplete
records

19

Suggested
resource
checklist
Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
PowerPoint

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
PowerPoint

Introduce the concept of accounting ratios
covering:
–– Gross profit as a percentage of revenue (margin)
–– Gross profit as a percentage of cost of sales
(mark-up)
–– Profit for the year as a percentage of revenue
Go through worked examples to show how the
ratios can be calculated and use these examples to
introduce how incomplete records can be resolved
with reference to the accounting ratios
●●

Individual student exercise: students work
through a series of exercises involving accounting
ratios and the preparation of income statements

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson. If you have only managed to cover the
stock valuations don’t worry it is important that
learners have thorough understanding

15
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Lesson

Unit content
Incomplete
records

Activities

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Tutor presentation: show how accounts can be
created using information from bank accounts,
daybooks, etc. and that missing data can then
be calculated. For example, how much did the
business owner withdraw during the year? Show
learners that by completing a bank account,
you can calculate certain missing figures in the
accounts

●●

Pairs: students to assume the role of partners in
an accounting practice who are required to identify
how they would address the incomplete financial
records of two or three businesses whose financial
records are incomplete

20

Suggested
resource
checklist
Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
PowerPoint

At the completion of the exercise the students
present their findings to the rest of the group

21

Incomplete
records and
preparation
of the final
accounts

Consolidation
session

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Individual student activity: students use the
financial data drawn from the previous lesson to
prepare the financial statements of the businesses
whose financial records were originally incomplete

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered
in the lesson. Finish with short quiz to check
understanding

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Tutor presentation: use this session as a self-study
session so learners can revise all subject areas
covered so far and allow peer support throughout

●●

Consolidation: ask learners if there are any areas
they need clarification on and use this for next
week’s test

●●

Teacher recap: instructions for the completion of
the test; hand out test papers

●●

Individual student test: students complete the test
in the allotted timeframe (Note: refer to Pearson
LCCI Sample Assessment Material to ensure that
test questions are in a similar format. Areas to be
covered in the test will be at the teacher’s discretion

22

Consolidation
test
23

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

16
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Lesson

Unit content
Calculation and
interpretation
of financial
statements –
Profitability
ratios

Activities

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): hand back students’
marked work. Go through answers to each of
the questions; highlight ‘good practice point’ and
address areas of weakness

●●

Teacher presentation: the reasons why it is
important to evaluate business performance
1. Monitor performance against its targets
2. Identify trends in business performance over
time

Suggested
resource
checklist
Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
PowerPoint,
company of
accounts published
on Companies
House

3. Report progress to its owners/shareholders
4. Show that it can provide a return to external
investors
5. Compare its performance against its business
rivals
6. Identify areas for improvement
The advantages of ratios as a means of evaluating
performance including comparative analysis and
benchmarking against best practice

24

Identify the three performance ratios covered in the
Specification:
1.

Profitability

2.

Efficiency

3.

Liquidity

Commence the analysis of performance ratios with
profitability: formulas and walk through examples
●●

Paired groupings: students review the income
statements and statements of financial position
of two different businesses and undertake a
comparative analysis of both business using the
relevant profitability ratios
Students share their findings with the rest of the
group

25

Calculation and
interpretation
of financial
statements –
Liquidity and
efficiency ratios

●●

Class discussion: teacher leads a class discussion
to consider the strategies available to each of the
businesses to improve their profitability ratios

●●

Teacher presentation: the importance of controlling
costs and ensuring cash flow (efficiency in business
operations) and having the necessary current
liabilities to meet existing current liabilities (liquidity)
Efficiency ratios: formulas and worked examples
covering:
–– Trade receivables collection period
–– Trade payables payment period

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
PowerPoint,
company of
accounts published
on Companies
House

–– Inventory turnover
–– Asset turnover

17
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Lesson

Unit content

Activities

●●

Suggested
resource
checklist

Individual worked exercises: students work
through exercises using relevant formulas
Liquidity ratios: formulas and worked examples
covering:
–– Current ratio
–– Acid test ratio/quick ratio

●●

Individual worked exercises: students work
through exercises using relevant formulas

●●

Small group work: teacher provides stimulus
material of income statement and statement of
financial position (this can be based upon two
successive years’ trading of the same company
or two different businesses). Students analyse the
financial statements to evaluate the performance of
a business in order to:
1. Identify areas of under-performance
2. Identify reasons for under-performance (or good
performance)
3. Propose a strategy or a set of actions for
addressing under-performance

Analysis and
reporting of
ratio analysis

●●

Individual work: write a report to the Finance
Manager in the company identifying the outcome of
the previous group activity

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Tutor presentation: use live published accounts
(available from Companies House) so learners can
calculate ratios and report on their findings. Note:
analysing, reporting and explaining are essential for
this exam, so written questions on a regular basis
embedded in the curriculum timetable are essential.
Identify the business conventions used when
preparing a management report:

26

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
PowerPoint,
company of
accounts published
on Companies
House

–– Title of report
–– To
–– From
–– Date
–– Executive summary
–– Findings
–– Recommendations
●●

Individual student activity: write a report including
an executive summary reporting the outcomes of a
ratio analysis

18
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Chapter 3 Scheme of work

Lesson

Unit content

Activities

●●

Report writing
techniques

●●

●●

27

●●

Consolidation
of calculating
ratios and
reporting of
findings

●●

●●

28

●●

Budgetary
control – Cash
budgets

●●

●●

29

Suggested
resource
checklist

Write an ‘Investor Briefing Sheet’ aimed at potential
investors in a company or a specific sector of
the economy. Identify potential for returns and
associated risks
Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson
Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered
Tutor presentation: discuss how learners should
answer questions such as how you would explain
the changes in the ratio analysis. Work through
examples with learners and provide examples of
the command words used in the examination with
exemplar responses, including:
–– Explain
–– Describe
–– State
Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson. Answer any questions

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
PowerPoint,
company of
accounts published
on Companies
House

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered
Tutor presentation: prepare two reports; one
showing evidence of good practice and another
showing evidence of weak practice in report writing
and ratio analysis
Distribute to students who work in pairs to evaluate
each of the reports from the perspective of:
1. A manager of the business
2. A potential investor in the business
Students discuss their findings with the rest of the
group
Ask targeted questions to confirm key learning points
Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
PowerPoint,
company of
accounts published
on companies
house

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered
Teacher presentation: the purpose, process and
importance of budgeting; traditional budgeting and
zero-based budgeting. The types of budget to be
considered:
–– Cash budget
–– Inventory budget
–– Trade receivables budget
–– Trade payables budget

Practice, textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

19
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Lesson

Unit content

Activities

●●

Suggested
resource
checklist

Individual student exercise: teacher-prepared
business scenario involving the creation of a cash
budget for a small business enterprise e.g. café,
newsagents, hairdressers. Scenario to include
information on cash flows from customers; credit
sales; credit payment terms available from trade
payables; utilities; pre-payments
Students will be required to prepare a cash budget
to cover all elements of a cash budget including:
–– Expected cash receipts
–– Expected cash expenses (by category)
–– Surpluses
–– Running cash balances

Budgetary
control –
Inventory
budgets

●●

Class discussion: lead a class discussion on the
role of the cash budget in the planning function
(Note in particular the need to take into account
credit sales and the implications on the cash
budget of irrecoverable debts and doubtful debts)

●●

Tutor presentation: go through the importance of
cash compared to profit and show how receipts and
payments can influence the company cash flow and
how important the budgeting of cash is

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Teacher presentation: the purpose of inventory
budgeting and the formula required to identify
inventory requirements:

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

Units sold – opening inventory + closing inventory =
units to be produced
Show how the formula can be manipulated to identify
the value of different variables in the formula

30

Walk through a worked example to show how an
inventory budget is prepared based upon planned
output and inventory budget-planning parameters
●●

Individual student exercise: students work
through an exercise. which requires them to prepare
an inventory budget against given budget-setting
parameters

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

20
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Chapter 3 Scheme of work

Lesson

Unit content
Budgetary
control – Trade
receivables and
trade payables

Activities

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Teacher presentation: identify the purpose of a
trade receivables budget and a trade payables
budget, explaining the link with cash flow and the
importance of maintaining liquidity (working capital
management)

Suggested
resource
checklist
Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

Walk through an example of how the various
budgets considered in this section of the course
can be used to formulate:
–– a draft income statement
–– a draft statement of financial position

31

Consolidation
of budgetary
control

32

●●

Individual student exercise: use a selection of
budgets to prepare draft financial statements. Tutor
to provide guided support to individuals and the
group as a whole intervening where necessary
to address any issues and stressing key learning
points

●●

Individual presentations and class discussion:
individual students present specific sections of
their draft financial statements to the rest of the
group. The group review the financial statements for
accuracy and methodology used

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Tutor presentation: use this session to allow
learners to self-study and recap what they have
covered so far. This will allow you time to help out
the weaker students and the higher level learners
can have time to revise what has been covered so
far

●●

Homework: give learners a complex question to
consolidate their understanding, bringing together
all the elements of budgeting and the resulting
draft statement of profit or loss, the draft statement
of cash flow and the draft statement of financial
position, also adjustments for inventory valuations,
depreciation, non-current asset purchases and
monies from a third party

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

21
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Lesson

Unit content
Absorption
costing

Activities

●●

●●

●●

33
●●

●●

●●

Marginal
costing and the
comparison
with absorption
costing

34

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered
Teacher introduction: the role of decision-making
in business; decision-making and business risks;
short-and long-term decision making. Business
costs – types, behaviour and functions; cost units
and cost centres

Suggested
resource
checklist
Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

Individual student activity: determine the
behaviour of business cost against business
activities and output; classify business costs
according to behaviour and function:
–– Fixed costs
–– Variable costs
–– Indirect costs/overheads
–– Direct costs
–– Stepped fixed costs
Small group activity: produce a production
schedule showing the impact of increasing output
on different types of costs (Note: explain to
students that this aspect of accounting is closely
linked to the role of the management accounting).
Record findings on a flip chart and compare with
the rest of the group
Class discussion: compare and contrast the
findings of different groups. Teacher to ask targeted
questions to confirm understanding
Suggest cost centres and cost units for different
types of business in different types of businesses
Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Teacher presentation: role of cost centres and
cost units for different types of business in different
types of businesses

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

The notion of apportionment and absorption. Worked
example of apportionment and absorption costing
●●

Individual student exercise: absorption costing
methodology; tutor to review answers and provide
individual or group support where required

●●

Teacher presentation: walk through the correct
response of the previous activity and answer any
questions of clarification

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

22
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Lesson

Unit content
Review session
of marginal
and absorption
costing

Activities

●●

Teacher introduction: the concept of marginal
costing and the concept of contribution. The
application of marginal costing by way of a worked
example and the impact on gross profit

●●

Individual worked example: students to complete
a worked example involving contribution and the
calculation of gross profit from a given set of data
using marginal costing techniques

●●

Teacher review: teacher reviews student responses
and provides clarification in respect of any areas
which are not adequately understood

●●

Individual worked example: students to complete
the same worked example but this time using
absorption costing methodology – results are
compared with the outcome from marginal costing

●●

Group discussion: interpreting the results obtained
from marginal and absorption costing

●●

Teacher presentation: the benefits, limitations and
uses of absorption and marginal costing

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

●●

Teacher presentation: the concept of break even.
The break-even formula in units and in $s. The
application of the break-even formula – units and $s

35

Break even,
margin of
safety and
target profit

36

37

Long-term
decision
making

●●

Individual worked example: using the break-even
formula to calculate the break-even point

●●

Class discussion: the limitations of break-even
analysis

●●

Teacher presentation: the concepts of the margin
of safety and target profit; worked examples and
calculations to determine the margin of safety and
the output required to achieve the target profit

●●

Individual worked example: calculations involving
the margin of safety and target profit

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

●●

Teacher recap (15–20 mins): give recap questions
from previous lessons in order to check thorough
understanding of what has been covered

Suggested
resource
checklist
Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

Practice questions,
textbooks,
computers,
Socrative, quizlet,
PowerPoint
Chapter activities

23
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Lesson

Unit content

Activities

●●

Suggested
resource
checklist

Teacher presentation: the concept of long-term
decision-making in respect of the acquisition of
non-current assets and the principles of capital
investment appraisal; the factors which impact
upon long-term decisions including time horizons,
resources and changes in the external business
environment
Worked examples of the payback method of
investment appraisal and the accounting rate of
return

Recap session
38

●●

Individual worked example: students undertake
investment appraisal using payback and accounting
rate of return methodologies comparing the
outcomes of each and noting the influence of cash
inflows or the average profit on the outcome of the
appraisal

●●

Teacher presentation: the notion of net present
value and how it can be incorporated into
investment appraisal; worked-through example

●●

Individual worked example: students undertake
investment appraisal using different discount
factors showing the impact on the value of cash
flow returns of the investment project. Students
to determine which projects should be supported
with a supported business case to be presented to
management

●●

Consolidation: recap the content covered in the
lesson

Tutor led: use this session to go through any areas
that learners need clarification on. This is their
opportunity to ask questions and go through with
the tutor areas of concern before starting the revision
phase

Books and past
examples, sample
assessment and
examiner feedback

24
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Lesson

Unit content
Revision
planning
session and
examination
preparation

Activities

●●

Exemplar materials: Distribute handouts and
exemplar materials covering aspects such as:
–– Layout of the main financial statements in IAS 1
format

Suggested
resource
checklist
Blank revision
cards, paper,
copy of the exam
specification

–– Formulas e.g. profitability, efficiency, liquidity,
break even contribution, the accounting rate of
return
–– Short descriptors of the coverage of relevant
international accounting standards including IAS
1 Presentation of Financial Statements; IAS 16
Property, Plant and Equipment; IFRS 3 Business
Combinations and IAS 27 Separate Financial
Statements

39

–– Accounting terminology including fair value,
depreciation, revaluation goodwill, book value
etc.
The consolidation process applied to financial
statements of a group of companies including
the stages involved in drawing together the main
financial statements
Revision

Work through the key points in each chapter again.
Give learners plenty of questions to cover all the
criteria stated in the specification

40–45

Mock
examinations
46

50

PRACTISE PRACTISE PRACTISE

Set mock examinations under exam conditions
so learners can get used to the timing of the
exam. Remind learners that all questions are to be
attempted. Set time aside to mark the exams and give
feedback to each learner

Practice question,
textbooks and other
websites such as
Osborne books
Practice exam
papers

EXAM

25
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Chapter

4

Preparing learners for external
assessment
Learners will expect preparation for examinations and assessment and this should be
included in the delivery of the course. However, your main focus must be on the eﬀective
learning of the full breadth and depth of the curriculum indicated by the specification and
example scheme of work provided for each qualification.
It is important that you encourage learners to develop their study skills from the
beginning of the course, as this will assist in their revision later in the course.
At the beginning of the course, you will lead in the incorporation of assessment/revision
based activities. As the course progresses, learners should be able to take a greater responsibility for their own revision. This should be encouraged.
Each qualification specification has details about when assessment is available. To gain
access to the assessment, learners have to be entered by the entry deadline. Please refer
to the exam timetable and Operations Guide for Centres on the website. It is important to
enter learners for the examination when they are ready, and not just at the first available
assessment window.
The specification also details the expected characteristics of those working at either pass
or distinction grade (merit falls between the two, although it is not explicitly defined). This
is worth examining, as it will help you to identify which target grade your learners are likely
to be aiming for. Crucially, the assessment objectives in the specification illustrate all the
diﬀerent ways that content may be tested in the exam. It is important that you familiarise
yourself with them, so you can help learners prepare.
The following guidance is provided to help you prepare your learners for external
assessment. It is subdivided to distinguish between teacher-led, learner-led activities and
examination techniques.

Examples of teacher-led activities:
●●

Explain the principles of assessment at induction so that learners have an understanding
of the assessment process.

●●

Explain the rubric of the exam paper to your learners.

●●

Use practice exercises to develop learners’ skills. This could be class based or set as a
homework assignment.

●●

You should encourage learners to complete additional tasks – for example, exercises from
suitable textbooks, real-life scenarios from business and financial pages in newspapers or
from websites to help contextualise the content for learners.

27
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Introducing assessment as early as possible in the course will help develop confidence
in learners.
●

Use sample assessment materials as mock exams with learners, so they can practise their
exam technique and time management skills.
Over the lifespan of the specification, past papers along with accompanying mark
schemes and examiner reports will become available, which can also assist with practice.

●

Help familiarise learners with the range of questions they may face in the exam by going
through the different question types in the sample assessment material. The specifications contain guidance on the typical command words used.

●

The examination papers will include topics taken from any part of the specification. You
should not assume that all papers will be the same as the sample assessment provided.

●

In order to engage learners, use a variety of delivery methods to help learners prepare
for the exam – for example, mock exams, pair and group work, and setting homework/
assignments to test learners’ understanding throughout the course.

●

At the end of each topic you can incorporate, into your teaching, a mini test to help
consolidate learning.

●

Clearly explain where your learners can make improvements.

●

Recap the previous session at the start of each lesson, as this will provide an opportunity
to monitor learner progress and encourage questions.

Examples of learner-led activities:
●

Advise your learners how to put together a revision timetable to help plan their time
and study in preparation for the exam. This should include regular breaks and achievable targets (e.g. coverage of a particular area of content). Making a revision timetable
not only reflects a disciplined nature of studying but also makes the learner prepare
beforehand.

●

Learners could revise in a variety of ways, including completing practice exercises,
creating revision notes/cards, and reading relevant reference materials to broaden their
understanding (e.g. textbooks and the internet).

●

Through undertaking practice texts, it should be possible to identify learners’ weaker
areas of understanding. This will allow them to focus their personal revision and self
study on those areas.

●

Help the learner identify subject topics which are not fully understood.

●

You should encourage your learners to:
––
––
––
––
––
––

Give themselves enough time to study.
Organise a study space.
Plan a revision timetable.
Use diagrams: even in a financial environment these can be helpful.
Practice on old exam papers (where available).
Explain answers to others.
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–– Take regular breaks during revision.
–– Make summary notes – making notes is by far the best way to memorise lots of
i nformation.
●

Advise learners of any special requirements for the examination, e.g. non-programmable
calculator, identification requirements and any change in venue.

Examination techniques for learners
Tell your learners to:
●

Allow themselves plenty of time to get to the venue before the exam starts.

●

Read the examination paper fully before starting.

●

Identify the questions they can answer with the most ease, and answer those first.

●

Be aware that the marks allocated to each question provide an indication of the time
required to complete it. Do not spend too much time on any one question.

●

Be aware of the amount of time left.

●

Aim to answer all questions on the paper even if some are left incomplete.

●

Allow time at the end of the examination to check work.

●

Be sure they answer the question as it is written, and not what they hoped it would be.

For more study skill advice and activities that you can download and give to your learners,
visit the website qualifications.pearson.com/lcci and search for this qualification.
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Chapter

5

Exam command words

Below is a list of the command words that will be used in the exam. It is worth taking time
with your learners to make sure they understand the definition and what is expected of
them for each command word to help improve their exam technique.
Assess

Give careful consideration to all factors or events that apply and identify
which are the most important orrelevant. Make a judgement on the relative
importance of things, and come to a conclusion where needed.

Calculate

Obtain a numerical answer, showing relevant working. If the answer has a
unit, this should be included. This can include using a formulae to calculate
a numerical answer.

Complete

This requires the completion of a table or structure. This may include a
calculation which will then be required to fill the incomplete table/structure

Define

Give the meaning of a term or phrase.

Describe

To give an account of something. Statements in the response need to be
developed as they are often linked but do not need to include a justification
or reason. Requires a sequence or order.

Discuss

Identify the issue/situation/problem/argument that is being assessed within
the question. Explore all aspects of an issue/situation/problem/argument.
Investigate the issue/situation etc. by reasoning or argument. Make a
judgement and come to a conclusion where needed.

Explain

An explanation requires an identification of a point linked with justification/
reasoning. If the question is more than 2 marks, then extra marks are for
each additional justification/reasoning point made.

Evaluate

This will involve reviewing information and then bringing it together to
form a conclusion, drawing on evidence including strengths, weaknesses,
alternative actions, relevant data or information. A supported judgement/
decision will be reached in relation to its context.

Give a reason

Provide examples, justifications and/or reasons.

Identify

This requires information to be selected from a range of possibilities, list or
given stimulus. One mark per item.

Prepare

This will involve arranging financial information into an appropriate format.
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Recommend

Use analysis of data to evaluate options and make a justified advisory
decision. Instruction ‘with justification’ should be included with the
question.

State

Require recall/understanding of one or more pieces of information.

Chapter

6

Further reading and resource suggestions

1 Books of original entry and double entry
2 Control accounts
3 Prepare financial statements of a sole trader

1 and 2 Books of original entry, double entry and control accounts
All aspects of the above topics covered in this unit can be found in the following texts. Be
aware of any new editions of these books released by their publishers.
Note that the books listed here may not exclusively use IAS terminology, so please ensure
students are given the glossary available from this qualification’s website at qualifications.
pearson.com
●●
●
●●
●
●●
●
●●
●
●●
●
●●

Frank Wood, Sheila Robinson (2013) Book-keeping and Accounts
ISBN: 978-0273773061 Pearson
Alan Sangster, Frank Wood (2011) Frank Wood’s Business Accounting Volume 1
12th edition. ISBN: 978-0273759188 Financial Times/Prentice Hall
David Cox, Michael Fardon (2013) Bookkeeping 1 Tutorial
ISBN: 978-1909173019 Osborne Books
David Cox, Michael Fardon (2013) Bookkeeping 2 Tutorial
ISBN: 978-1909173040 Osborne Books
BPP Learning Media (2014) AAT Control Accounts, Journals and the Banking System
ISBN: 978-1472708991 BPP Learning Media
BPP Learning Media (2014) AAT Processing Bookkeeping Transactions
ISBN: 978-1472708984 BPP Learning Media

The following references are provided as additional resources for the speciﬁc subject
areas stated:
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3 Preparing financial statements of a sole trader
●●

David Cox (2013) Accounts Preparation Workbook
ISBN: 978-1909173156 Osborne Books

●●

David Cox (2010) Sole Trader and Partnership Accounts Tutorial
ISBN: 978-1905777297 Osborne Books

Helpful websites
●●

http://www.accountingweb.co.uk/
Aimed at accountants in practice. Useful for keeping up to date with practical matters.
A virtual community for accountancy professionals. Services include biweekly newswire,
online news, questions and answers, directory of accountants and corporate advisors.

●●

http://www.tutor2u.net/
Includes free resources and revision notes for students and teachers of economics, business and politics.

●●

http://accountancystudents.co.uk/
Accountancy Students is an accounting community with free resources for those studying with professional accounting bodies.

●●

http://www.accaglobal.com/uk/en/student.html
Find support specifically for ACCA students. This section provides information, advice
and resources including syllabuses, study guides, past exam papers and more.

●●

http://www.osbornebooks.co.uk/home
Osborne Books is a leading educational publisher of learning resources for accounting
qualifications.
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7

Glossary of International Accounting
Standards terminology
The following is a glossary of the comparison between the International Accounting
Standards (IAS) terminology and the UK GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Practice in
the UK) terminology. IAS terminology is used in the content of the LCCI financial and quantitative suite of qualifications but not all terms are present in all levels of the qualifications.
Centres should be aware that these terms are also referred to as International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS), in certain contexts within the industry, however the definitions and meaning remain the same.
IAS terminology

UK GAAP terminology

Financial statements

Final accounts

Statement of profit or loss and other

Trading and profit and loss account

comprehensive income
Revenue

Sales

Raw materials/ordinary goods purchased

Purchases

Cost of sales

Cost of goods sold

Inventory

Stock

Work in progress

Work in progress

Gross profit

Gross profit

Other operating expenses

Sundry expenses

Allowance for doubtful debt

Provision for doubtful debt

Other operating income

Sundry income

Investment revenues/finance income

Interest receivable

Finance costs

Interest payable

Profit for the year

Net profit

Retained earnings

Profit/loss balance

Statement of changes in equity

Appropriation account

(limited companies)
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Statement of financial position

Balance sheet

Non-current assets

Fixed assets

Property

Land and buildings

Plant and equipment

Plant and equipment

Investment property

Investments

Intangible assets

Goodwill, etc.

Current assets

Current assets

Inventory

Stock

Trade receivables

Debtors

Other receivables

Prepayments

Bank and cash

Bank and cash

Current liabilities

Current liabilities/creditors: amounts due
within 12 months

Trade payables

Creditors

Other payables

Accruals

Bank overdraft and loans

Loans repayable within 12 months

Non-current liabilities

Long-term liabilities/creditors: amounts
falling due after 12 months

Bank (and other) loans

Loans repayable after 12 months

Capital or equity

Capital

Share capital

Share capital

Statement of cash flows

Cash flow statement

Other terms
Inventory count

Stock take

Carrying value

Net book value
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A dedicated delivery guide to support with the teaching of Pearson LCCI Level 3
Certificate in Accounting (ASE20104) and provide comprehensive coverage, containing
Pearson content from our world-renowned authors, and industry leading case studies
and articles.
This resource has been designed to align to the Pearson LCCI Level 3 Certificate in
Accounting (ASE20104) specification and is based on the International Accounting
Standards (IAS).
To learn more about our LCCI qualifications, please visit qualifications.pearson.com/lcci
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